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DSP (Digital Signal Processor)

Picture source: TMS320C6713 DSK Technical Reference



An Example of DSP Application: Audio 
Processing



DSP Board Prepare (Golden Project)
 Motivation

     Setting up a new project in CCS can be a pain

     Many parameters to set, device drivers to specify

    Much lab time can be wasted tracking down project-related “bugs”

 Golden Project

      “Golden” because it should always work

      Implements the “surrounding code” needed for audio processing

      You can mostly just insert your DSP designs in it

 Start to create your first golden project

     follow the web: http://dsp-fhu.user.jacobs-university.de/?page_id=170

 Exercise1: Compile (build) and run (debug) the project successfully

http://dsp-fhu.user.jacobs-university.de/?page_id=170


Golden Project: dsp_ap.h

 DSP_SOURCE 

      Sets input samples to come from “line in” (PC) or “mic” (headset)

 DSP_SAMPLE_RATE 

      Sets the sample rate from 8kHz up to 96kHz 

 Exercise2:  Change the DSP_SOURCE and DSP_SAMPLE_RATE, compile the 
project again to see the difference



Test the Golden Project (Mic in)



Test the Golden Project (Line in)



Table : CPLD USER_REG Register
Bit Name                       R/W                               Description
7 USER_SW3                    R              User DIP Switch 3(1 = Off(UP), 0 = On(DOWN))
6 USER_SW2                    R              User DIP Switch 2(1 = Off(UP), 0 = On(DOWN))
5 USER_SW1                    R              User DIP Switch 1(1 = Off(UP), 0 = On(DOWN))
4 USER_SW0                    R              User DIP Switch 0(1 = Off(UP), 0 = On(DOWN))
3 USER_LED3                 R/W           User-defined LED 3 Control (0 = Off, 1 = On)
2 USER_LED2                 R/W           User-defined LED 2 Control (0 = Off, 1 = On)
1 USER_LED1                 R/W           User-defined LED 1 Control (0 = Off, 1 = On)
0 USER_LED0                 R/W           User-defined LED 0 Control (0 = Off, 1 = On)

if ((USER_REG >> 4) & (0x8))
{   /* Copy input to output. */

for (i=0; i<BUFFER_SAMPLES; i++)
{

outL[i] = inL[i];
outR[i] = inR[i];

}
}

else
{ /* Call the user's process routine. */

dsp_process(inL, inR, outL, outR);
}

Try to find out what happens when we press
down different switches?
 SW0          SW1           SW2           SW3        meaning
   0                0                0                 0
   X                X                X                 1
  …..            …..             …..             ….

In dsp_ap.c

In dsp_top.c



dsp_ap.c

 dsp_init()  /*This function will be called by dsp_top.c when the board first 
starts. In here you should allocate buffers or global things  you will need 
later during actual processing.*/

 void dsp_process(     /* generate output stream based on input stream*/

       const float inL[],

       const float inR[],

       float outL[],

       float outR[])

      {

 Exercise3: Find out what the golden project does when switch 3 is down



Delay Project

1. Move the input samples x[] into a temporary buffer (in a circular way)
2. Delay the input for several samples
3. Output the resulting samples to the output Buffer

fhu
Sticky Note
The size of this Sample Buffer is defined in some libraries (porbably in <sio.h>) as BUFFER_SAMPLE



Buffer size   

Mask    

Head = bitand(Head + 1, M)

Implement Head + 1 in a circular way

bitand(1011, 0110) = 0010

Review of Circular Buffer

fhu
Sticky Note
in our code, it is defined in <delay.h> as DELAY_BUFFER_SIZE       

fhu
Sticky Note
in our code, it is defined in <delay.h> as DELAY_BUFFER_CMASK         



Replace dsp_ap.c for delay project

/* Define a pointer to a delay state structure */ 

       delay_state_def *delay1; 

   …..

/* Somewhere in the initialization code */ 

delay1 = delay_init(); /* Set the delay */ 

delay_modify(delay1, 100);

 . . . 

/* Somewhere in the processing code */ 

delay(delay1, input_samples, output_samples); 

Task1: Understand these three function and modify them if necessary

Task2: Add these three functions in your project



switch_state_new = (USER_REG >> 4) & 0x7;
    if (switch_state_new != switch_state)
    {
        /* State of switches changed.  Update delay block. */
        switch_state = switch_state_new;

        delay_mult = 1 << switch_state;
        
        /* Update delay blocks */
        delay_modify(delay_left,  10*DELAY_SAMPLES_1MS*delay_mult);
        delay_modify(delay_right, 10*DELAY_SAMPLES_1MS*delay_mult);  
      
    }

Task3: Calculate how much delay (ms) you get for different switches down and 
            test them during the lab

Change delay by switches
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